"The mission of the North Carolina Department of Correction is to promote public safety by the administration of a fair and humane system which provides reasonable opportunities for adjudicated offenders to develop progressively responsible behavior".

**North Carolina Department of Correction Mission Statement**

The North Carolina Department of Correction employs approximately 20,000 people with an annual budget that exceeds $1 billion and is responsible for approximately 40,000 inmates and 125,000 offenders under probation, parole or community supervision.

**exacqVision Hybrid Video Management Systems** (VMS) were installed in North Carolina Department of Corrections to maximize the safety of staff and inmates. Sixty (60) exacqVision Hybrid Systems were installed to replace aging DVR's in prisons throughout of North Carolina. Each prison has the exacqVision hybrid servers and client software installed on the control rooms PC that have access to only those cameras located in their building. When an incident is reported staff will search digital video recorded to investigate and support their findings. Video can be easily exported to a DVD or USB flash drive and can be shown to police as evidence. Video evidence helps NC DOC reduce repeat offences.

**Software Configuration:**
- exacqVision server & client software
- Microsoft XP

**Hardware Configuration:**
- 60 exacqVision Hybrid Servers with RAIDS storage & exacqVision VMS software on commercial servers
- 1,600+ analog cameras and 300+ IP cameras
- Prisons are connected with fiber optic cable and Ethernet switches
- Client PC’s in prison control rooms

**Purpose/Benefits of the system:**
- Identify behavior or cause of incident
- Identify & apprehend suspects
- Monitor inmate behavior
- Protect staff & inmates

"We needed video management solution that could seamlessly integrate with our existing analog cameras and provide a migration path to the use of megapixel IP cameras in the future. The software needed to be intuitive and easy to use so that our prison staff could manage the day to day activities of searching and exporting video. ExacqVision Hybrid solution met our requirements."

**Randy Willey, Electronics Section Manager, North Carolina Department of Corrections**
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